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A Method of Filtering and Unwrapping SAR Interferometric Phase
Based on Nonlinear Phase Model

Haifeng Huang1, * and Qingsong Wang2

Abstract—This paper presents a new efficient algorithm of filtering and unwrapping phase images for
interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) based on nonlinear phase model. First, we analyzed
the statistical and signal properties of interferometric phase, and proposed the concept of nonlinear
phase model. The model of reflecting topographic contour is used to approximate the interferometric
phase variation occuring over the local window. And the lower amplitude bound of the principal vector is
decided and the value solution method is given, which can solve effectively and adaptively the nonlinear
factor of the phase. Second, we studied the application of nonlinear phase model in interferometric
phase filtering. When compared with other advanced filters, the nonlinear phase compensation filter,
with a higher computation efficiency and a better phase estimation accuracy in low coherence areas, has
a stronger ability to reduce interferometric phase noise in rugged terrain. Finally, we introduced the
nonlinear phase model to phase unwrapping, which increased the reliability of integration path and the
accuracy of the phase gradient, and improved effectively the performance of phase unwrapping. And
the real data processing results demonstrated the validity of the proposed nonlinear phase model and
of the corresponding solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) can fast mapping global topography with high
accuracy, and the obtained data has great value [1, 2] in both military and civil applications. InSAR [3]
get the information of surface 3D topography from the interferometric phase of two or more SAR
complex image data gained from different perspectives as the information source. Phase filtering and
phase unwrapping are two crucial steps in InSAR processing, and the performance of which will directly
reduce the quality of the interferometric phase and the accuracy of the follow up products.

There is ample research on noise suppression for SAR interferometric phase. These can be divided
into two categories: spatial domain filter and transform domain filter. The spatial domain filter has
median filter, mean filter, adaptive filter with directionally dependent windows [4], adaptive median
filter [5], the zero intermediate frequency vector filter [6], slope compensated filter [7–11], and adaptive
contoured window filter [12]. Due to the circular periodic feature of the interferometric fringes, the
interferometric phases will be in complex exponential form in these filters. And the transform domain
filter is proposed for better performance of phase filtering. There are Fourier transform, wavelet
transform, and time frequency transform. Frequency smoothing filter [13, 14], filter based on wavelet
transform [15], joint subspace projection filter [16], filter based on MMSE criterion [17], and Bayesian
filter [18], are mainly applied. As we know the existing phase filtering algorithms faced three major
difficulties: feature preserving in dense fringe, accurate phase estimate in low coherence area, and
computing speed, to which various algorithms are proposed.

The existing phase unwrapping methods can be classified into three categories: path following
method, least norm method, and network flow method. The path the following method is to choose the
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right integrate unwrapping path, limit the error in the noise area and avoid phase error propagations.
The unwrapping techniques of which mainly include branch-cut method [19], mask-cut method [20],
region growing method [21], and other improved methods. Least norm method is to convert phase
unwrapping to mathematical least norm. And such methods include least square method [22], PCG
method [23], and multigrid method [24]. The main idea of network flow method is the difference of the
minimum unwrapped phase derivative and the wrapped phase derivative. And it has the grid minimum
cost flow method [25], statistical segmentation network cost flow method [26], and maximum likelihood
estimation minimum cost flow method [27]. In addition to the three algorithms, there are some other
improved hybrid algorithms [28, 29]. However, the existing phase unwrapping algorithms face three
major challenges in the areas of consistency, accuracy, and computing speed. Therefore some scholars
have studied phase filtering and unwrapping joint processing algorithm [30–33].

By analyzing the statistical and signal properties of interferometric phase, this paper proposes
the concept of nonlinear phase model and studies the phase filtering and unwrapping method based
on the model. When compared with other advanced filters, the nonlinear phase compensation filter,
with a higher computation efficiency and a better phase estimation accuracy in low coherence areas,
has a stronger ability to reduce interferometric phase noise in rugged terrain. The model improves
effectively the precision of unwrapped phase and the consistency, accuracy, and computing speed of phase
unwrapping. And real data demonstrated the validity of the proposed model and of the corresponding
processing method.

Here, the concept of nonlinear phase model is presented in Section 2, the phase filtering method
based on the model is discussed in Section 3. Where the effectiveness of the filter is demonstrated by
SIR-C/X-SAR X-band data from Mt. Etna. Section 4 studies the phase unwrapping method based
on the nonlinear phase model. And the processing results of the experimental data from TerraSAR-X
verified the effectiveness of the proposed method. Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2. PRESENTATION OF NONLINEAR PHASE MODEL

Due to various coherent sources, theoretical analysis of the statistical characteristics for interferometric
phase is becoming more sophisticated. Just and Bamler [34] deduced the probability density function of
the interferometric phase with scattering coefficients satisfying the assumption of static white circular
complex Gaussian distribution. Lee [35] further studied the image intensity and the phase statistical
properties of the polarization interferometric SAR. Subsequently, Lee [4] proved that the interferometric
phase in the phase plane of the real data can be shown as the additive noise model, it is

φz = φx + ν (1)

where φz is the interferometric phase observation value, φx the interferometric phase truth value. ν is
the plus noise, which is not correlated to the signal, and the mean is zero. And the variance σν is a
function of image looks and coherences.

Supposing that the interferometric phase over the filtering window is stationary and consistent and
that the noise of each pixel is statistically independent, the larger the filtering window is, the better the
filtering performance is. Spagnolini [7] and Trouvé [8, 9] presented slope compensated filter method to
achieve the phase samples over the filtering window to be stationary and consistent. It assumes that
the phase can be approximated by a 2D single frequency signal over a window, then

ψx (m,n) = exp (j2π (mfx + nfy) + jφ0) (2)

where ψx = exp(jφx), (m, n) indicates the position of phase sample. (fx, fy) is the 2D local frequency
and φ0 the initial phase. The estimated value of 2D local frequency (f̂x f̂y) is obtained by local frequency
estimation, and the initial phase of center pixel (mc, nc) over a window is estimated by

φ̂0 (mc, nc)=arg

(
M∑

m=1

N∑

n=1

(
ψz (m, n) · exp

(
−j2π

(
mf̂x+ nf̂y

))))
(3)

where ψz = exp(jφz), the ideal phase estimate value of pixel (mc, nc) is

φ̂x (mc, nc) = 2πmcf̂x + 2πncf̂y + φ̂0 (mc, nc) (4)
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The highly accurate result by the local frequency estimation is a critical part of the above method,
which also directly determines the result of phase unwrapping. And the method assumes that the phase
approximation satisfies the 2D linear phase model over a certain window. However, linear phase model
compensation method has the following three problems in actual data processing: first, the phase over
a certain window will no longer satisfy the linear model hypothesis in the case of strong topographic
change, which will reduce phase unwrapping performance for difficult regions; second, the hypothesis
limits the estimation window size that is the window could not be larger; otherwise, the phase samples
over a window do not satisfy the linear model hypothesis that will lead to low computation efficiency;
third, due to the larger estimation window is not allowed, then the less data samples accordingly can
not effectively reduce the noise affect on the accuracy of local frequency estimates, which will lead to
poor processing performance in low coherence areas.

For these concerns, the nonlinear phase model is presented to approximate the phase over the
estimation window in this section. The model will use the nonlinear curved surface of reflecting
topographic contour instead of a linear 2D slope to approximate the local phase over the estimation
window. It assumed the interferometric phase value φx consists of two components: the nonlinear phase
φp of reflecting topographic contour and the residue phase φr of reflecting terrain details, and we have

φx = φp + φr (5)

The real observed value of interferometric phase can be defined as

ψz (m,n) =
G∑

i=1

Ci · exp (j2π (mfxi + nfyi)) (6)

where (fxi, fyi) is the i signal vector of 2D local frequency and G the vector numbers of signal
decomposition.

Only 3G > MN over an estimation window (size M × N), the above solution is valid. Here the
total number of the unknown parameters (Ci, fxi, and fyi) is 3G, and the equation numbers equal
M ×N samples over an estimation window.

We assume C1 ≥ C2 . . . ≥ CG0 . . . ≥ CG > 0, and then the observed value of the phase can be
redefined as

ψz (m,n) =
G0∑

i=1

Ci · exp (j2π (mfxi + nfyi)) +
G∑

i=G0+1

Ci · exp (j2π (mfxi + nfyi)) (7)

where, Ci · exp(j2π(mfxi + nfyi)) (i = 1, 2, . . . , G0) is the principal vector of signal. For the weighted
vector, coefficient Ci determines the weight of Ci · exp(j2π(mfxi + nfyi)) of the i signal for signal
ψz(m,n). Therefore, the sum phase of the principal vector can be used for the nonlinear phase φp of
reflecting topographic contour

φp = arg

(
G0∑

i=1

Ci · exp (j2π (mfxi + nfyi))

)
(8)

And 2D Fourier transform can estimate the principal vector Ci · exp(j2π(mfxi + nfyi))
(i = 1, 2, . . . , G0) and the spectrum of the observed phase value. That is

S = FFT2 (ψz) = P ⊗ Φ =

(
U ·V∑

i=1

pi

)
⊗ Φ =

U ·V∑

i=1

pi ⊗ Φ (9)

where ⊗ denotes Shur-Hadamard multiplication operation and P the spectrum complex phase matrix of
the observed phase value. U , V are 2D Fourier transform points, and pi is the power coefficient matrix
of spectrum for (ui, vi)

pi (u, v) =

{
P (u, v) if u = ui, v = vi

0 others
(10)
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The corresponding phase vector of the spectrum in (ui, vi) is

ψi (m,n) = FFT2−1 (pi ⊗ Φ)

=
1

UV

U−1∑

u=0

V−1∑

v=0

pi ⊗ Φ · exp
(
j2πm

u

U

)
· exp

(
j2πn

v

V

)

=
P (ui, vi)

UV
· Φ (ui, vi) · exp

(
j2π

(
m

ui

U
+ n

vi

V

))
(11)

It can be seen that the phase of ψi (i = 1, 2, . . . , UV ) equals a constant phase Φ(ui, vi) added in a
2D linear phase. Similarly, we assume P (u1, v1) ≥ P (u2, v2) . . . ≥ P (uG0 , vG0) . . . ≥ P (uUV , vUV ) ≥ 0
(i = 1, 2, · · ·, UV ). Then, the nonlinear phase φp of reflecting topographic contour can be estimated by

φ̂p (m, n) = arg

(
G0∑

i=1

ψi

)

= arg

(
G0∑

i=1

P (ui, vi)
UV

· Φ(ui, vi) · exp
(
j2π

(
m

ui

U
+n

vi

V

)))

= arg

(
G0∑

i=1

P (ui, vi) · Φ(ui, vi) · exp
(
j2π

(
m

ui

U
+n

vi

V

)))
(12)

When solving nonlinear phase φ̂p, the equation contains a parameter G0 to be determined. We
name P (uG0 , vG0) the principal vector modulus lower bound. The solution of G0 is critical, and the
principal vector modulus lower bound P (uG0 , vG0) is too small due to the larger value, which will cause
noise occurring in the estimated nonlinear phase φ̂p. Then, the nonlinear phase φ̂p cannot describe the
basic topographic contour.

In practice, we use the half power point of the signal frequency spectrum over a window as the
principal vector modulus lower bound.

P (uG0 , vG0) = max (P (u, v))
/√

2 (u, v) ∈ W (13)

Since the principal vector modulus lower bound P (uG0 , vG0) will change adaptively along the sliding
estimated window, the nonlinear phase of reflecting the basic topographic contour is available.

Here, real data are applied to verify the correctness and effectiveness of the nonlinear phase model.
Fig. 1(a) shows the processing results of real interferogram by SIR-C/X-SAR from the Etna volcano
region.

To respectively estimate the phase over the window by linear phase model and nonlinear phase
model proposed in this section, we have the results in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c). Obviously, the phase
change over the window no longer satisfies linear phase model hypothesis due to the larger estimated
window, while interferometric fringes estimated by nonlinear phase model have the same nature as
the original phase. So, the estimated accuracy of nonlinear phase model is higher than that of linear
phase model. From this, nonlinear phase model can keep greater accuracy for phase estimation over a
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Figure 1. Estimated result of nonlinear phase component. (a) Estimated window interferogram (64×64
pixels). (b) Estimated result of linear phase model. (c) Estimated result of nonlinear phase model.
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larger estimated window that reduced phase estimated time and improved data processing efficiency.
Moreover, nonlinear phase model has also a good fringe estimation capability in low coherence area due
to the use of a larger estimation window. And the real data processing results in Section 3 verify the
validity.

3. APPLICATION OF NONLINEAR PHASE MODEL IN FILTERING

In this section, the phase filtering method based on the nonlinear phase model will be studied, by which
the nonlinear phase can be batch estimated. When converting the interferometric phase with noise
into frequency domain, the signal phase cannot effectively show coherent accumulation in low coherence
areas. Then, the spectrum function cannot generate the distinct peaks in the frequency domain, and
the scattered multi-peak phenomenon will appear. When regarding the half power point of the signal
frequency spectrum over a window as the principal vector modulus lower bound, more frequency is
obtained. In practice, the Fourier transform points service for border. If the number of frequencies
extracted is larger than the border, the nonlinear phase is invalid. But it can be approximated by the
weighted combination of nonlinear phase over the neighboring effective windows

φ̂p (m, n)=arg

(
H0∑

h=1

(
G0∑
i=1

Ph (ui, vi) · Φh (ui, vi) · exp
(
j2π

(
m

ui

U
+n

vi

V

))))
(14)

where H0 is the number of the neighboring effective windows. Because of noise and model approximation,
the nonlinear phase between the blocks may not be continuous. We have the following against the
discontinuities:

(1) Processing nonlinear phase estimation can cause interferometric phase data to block. There is
some overlap between the sub-block windows. And the overlap is not more than half the size of the
window. To improve the efficiency of Fourier transform, generally the data block size is of two integer
powers.

(2) When the principal vector is estimated in the block window created above, it would be 2D
weighted that can further weaken the discontinuity. And the weighting matrix is as follows:

WV = (IxKx)⊗ (KyIy) (15)

where Ix is Me dimensional unit column vector, Iy the Ne dimensional unit row vector, and Me and
Ne denote the estimated window size of nonlinear phase. Kx is dimensional unit row vector, Ky is Me

dimensional unit column vector.

Kx=
[
0,

2
Ne

, . . . ,
Ne − 4

Ne
,
Ne − 2

Ne
,
Ne − 2

Ne
,
Ne − 4

Ne
, . . . ,

2
Ne

, 0
]

(16)

Ky =
[
0,

2
Me

, . . . ,
Me − 4

Me
,
Me − 2

Me
,
Me − 2

Me
,
Me − 4

Me
, . . . ,

2
Me

, 0
]

(17)

(3) After adding all principal vectors, which is 2D weighted, the nonlinear phase φ̂p can be estimated
according to Equation (12).

After removing the nonlinear phase from the original interferometric phase, the remaining over the
filtering window is basically the same size, and the noise phase in each pixel is statically independent.
Therefore, just a simple multi-look filter is needed to average noise. Then, the estimated value of
interferometric phase for the center pixel can be computed as follows

φ̂x (mfc, nfc) = arg




Mf∑

mf=1

Nf∑

nf=1

(
ψz (mf , nf )·exp

(
−jφ̂p (mf , nf )

))

+φ̂p(mfc, nfc) (18)

where Mf and Nf are the size of the filtering window.
Note that if the principal vector modulus lower bound P (uG0 , vG0) = max(P (u, v)), the proposed

filter is equivalent to the slope compensated filter and if P (uG0 , vG0) > max(|P (u, v)|), then the proposed
filter is equivalent to the mean filter.

The interferogram of the real data by SIR-C/X-SAR from Etna Volcano of Italy confirmed the
effectiveness of the proposed method. We also made a comparison between Lee filter [4], slope
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compensated filter [10], adaptive contoured window filter [12], joint subspace projection filter [16],
and the proposed filter. In order for easy comparative analysis, the filtering results are removed by
the same plain phase, and the most complicated local area (crater region contains 400 × 300 pixels)
chosen from all interferometric phase is presented. Fig. 2(a) is the original interferometric phase, and
the fringes of the entire region are not very clear, in which there are more serious noise and a large
number of residues.

The result by Lee filter is shown in Fig. 2(b). Due to strong noise, the Lee filter cannot choose
the right directional dependent window so that the filtering quality is poor. Particularly in the highly
dense fringes, the fringe feature is failure. The result by slope compensated filter is shown in Fig. 2(c).
The filtering quality with the estimated local frequency and the compensated slope phase is better than
that of Lee filter. Due to the small estimated window, the filtering performance is degraded in low
coherence region. The result by adaptive contoured window filter is shown in Fig. 2(d). The contour
window cannot be effectively created due to strong noise, so the fringe is distorted. The result by joint
subspace projection filter is shown in Fig. 2(e). The fringe of the whole region is very clear, but too

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 2. Performance comparison of filters: (a) the original interferometric phase of Etna crater;
(b) the result of Lee filter; (c) the result of slope compensated filter∗; (d) the result of adaptive contoured
window filter∗; (e) the result of joint subspace projection filter∗; (f) the nonlinear phase estimated by
the proposed method; (g) the residue phase; (h) the result of the proposed filter. ∗Note: the results
of Figs. 2(c)–(e) and the following computing speed are provided by the corresponding authors of
reference [10, 12, 16].
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smooth to lose some of the terrain details. Then, it depends on the noise subspace dimension, if too
large or too small, there will be over filtering or less filtering. Besides, this method is of highly intensive
computation and time consuming.

The results by the proposed filter are shown in Figs. 2(f)–(h). The nonlinear phase estimation
window size is 32 ∗ 32, and the filtering window size is 5 ∗ 5. Comparing the filtering result with the
original noisy phase and other four filtering results, we found the noise is significantly reduced and the
fringes are much better preserved. The filtering performance is shown in Table 1, in which there are
the residual points statistics of original interferometric phase and the results of various filters. The
proposed filter reduced drastically the number of residues by 99% with a 5 ∗ 5 filtering window, and
maintained effectively the fringe feature and the topographical details. Although the Joint subspace
projection filter had the least number of residues, it lost some of the terrain details.

Table 1. The residual points statistics.

Original

interferometric

phase

Lee

filter

Slope-compensated

filter

Adaptive

contoured

window

filter

Joint

subspace

projection

filter

The

proposed

filter

20806 2641 853 1119 86 194

Furthermore, the proposed method is extremely fast. For full Mount Etna data (1024∗1024 pixels)
mentioned earlier, the time expense is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The time expense statistics.

Multi-look

mean filter

Lee

filter

Slope-compensated

filter

Adaptive

contoured

window

filter

Joint

subspace

projection

filter

The

proposed

filter

3.9 s

(P4 CPU

2.4GHz)

48.9 s

(P4 CPU

2.4GHz)

15 s

(CPU 3.4 GHz)

25.6 s

(CPU

2.8GHz)

5031 s

(Dual core

CPU

2.5GHz)

6.1 s

(P4 CPU

2.4GHz)

We can see the proposed filter is faster and more effective than the other advanced filters,
At present, European Space Agency (ESA), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and German Space

Agency (DLR) and other research institutions applied the multi-look mean filter for filtering in InSAR
data processing software. As we know, mean filter is chosen for the simple and fast characteristic.
Therefore, method of high performance and fast filtering in the actual InSAR data processing, has a
practical significance. And in the future, the proposed fast filtering method with high performance may
be able to play an important role in processing massive data obtained by global InSAR mapping.

4. APPLICATION OF NONLINEAR PHASE MODEL IN UNWRAPPING

In the previous section, we first analyzed linear phase model and its deficiency, then proposed nonlinear
phase model and verified its effectiveness. In this section, we will introduce the nonlinear phase model
to phase unwrapping for path following method.

The phase obtained by interferometry is a wrapped one. The value solution range of the phase is in
the principal value interval (−π, π], but there is a difference 2nπ (n for integer) occurred in the required
real phase. The purpose of phase unwrapping is to solve phase wrapping, and get a basic successive
phase surface. Phase unwrapping for path following method has two steps. First, estimate unwrapped
phase differences between neighboring pixels. Second, integrate with the estimated phase gradient along
the right path. And path following method has branch-cut algorithm and region-growing algorithm.
The former is to correctly achieve the branch cutting and prevent the passing of integration path by
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identifying residues, and avoid phase error propagation in the entire phase image. The latter is guided
by a quality map. It performs unwrapping from a high quality area to a low quality area gradually, so
that the error propagation is limited to the low quality area.

There are two key factors to determine the unwrapping performance for path following method:
first, choose the right integration path. Second, estimate the accurate integrate phase gradient. Since
the estimated nonlinear phase reflects topographic contour, the application of nonlinear phase model
then can effectively improve the correctness of integration path and the accuracy of phase gradient. The
following discussed how to use the nonlinear phase model to improve the unwrapping performance for
branch-cut algorithm and region-growing algorithm.

Branch-cut method [19] connects neighboring residues to achieve the best branch cutting by
identifying residues, then determines the integration path, and prevents error propagation along the
integration path. Branch cutting is extremely important for branch-cut method; if set incorrectly, it
will affect the speed and accuracy of phase unwrapping. And the distribution of residues determines
the setting. There are two applications of nonlinear phase in unwrapping for branch-cut method.

(1) Branch cutting is no longer determined by the residual distribution of original phase, but by
that of nonlinear phase which also determines the integration path.

(2) Phase unwrapping along the integration path is

φu = φ̂p0 +
∑

i∈l

∆φ̂pi + arg
{

exp
(
j
(
φ− φ̂p

))}
(19)

where φ is the wrapped phase of the current unwrapping pixel, φ̂p the estimated nonlinear phase, φ̂p0 the
value of nonlinear phase at the starting pixel of the integration path l. ∆φ̂pi = arg{exp(j(φ̂pi − φ̂pi−1))}
is the gradient of nonlinear phase along the integration path.

For the two aspects, branch-cut method can effectively shorten the length of branch cutting and
improve the unwrapping efficiency. And the unwrapping phase gradient based on nonlinear phase is
obtained, still a more reliable unwrapping path and the gradient of integration phase are available at
low coherence area.

Region-growing algorithm [21] is another unwrapping method of path following has two steps:
region division and region unwrapping. Refer to the phase quality map (coherence map, pseudo
coherence map, etc.), region division is to divide and sort the images into different quality regions.
The obtained result will determine the phase unwrapping path. And region unwrapping is from high
quality area to low quality area. The unwrapping phase data from different directions is used to achieve
phase unwrapping for the current growth pixel, which is helpful to reduce the error effect from a single
prediction direction. Similarly, there are two aspects for region-growing algorithm to introduce nonlinear
phase to phase unwrapping.

(1) We use the following measure function as a quality standard in region division:

Q =
∣∣∣E

{
exp

(
jφ̂p

)}∣∣∣ (20)

where | | denotes modulo operation, E{ } the expectation value, and φ̂p the estimated nonlinear phase.
(2) The solution of region unwrapping is

φu = φ̂p + 2π · int

(
φp − φ̂p

2π

)
+ arg

{
exp

(
j
(
φ− φ̂p

))}
(21)

Here, φ is the wrapped phase of the current growth pixel, and φp the unwrapping estimation of the
corresponding current growth pixel based on nonlinear phase. It is

φp =

(
Nu∑

k=1

ωkφ
p
k

)/(
Nu∑

k=1

ωk

)
(22)

Nu denotes the number of unwrapping estimation determined by the already unwrapping pixels. When
a prediction direction has two unwrapping pixels, ωk = 1, φp

k = 2φ̂p[k] − φ̂p[k′]. And when it has only
one unwrapping pixel, ωk = 0.5, φp

k = φ̂p[k].
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For the above two improvements, the blocks of region division will be reduced, and the estimation
reliability of phase unwrapping will be enhanced.

From this, we find that the introduction of nonlinear phase can effectively improve the unwrapping
performance. And the nonlinear phase of reflecting topographic contour improved the reliability of the
integration path and the accuracy of the phase gradient. The effectiveness of the modified method is
verified by processing the real data. Fig. 3(a) is the magnitude image obtained by TerraSAR-X spotlight
mode. The area is divided into three blocks by a “Y” shaped cross road.

The unwrapping result of the upper right side in Fig. 3(c) is discontinuous with the other two
blocks, and the error of the road area is obvious. Similarly, in Fig. 3(e) the unwrapping result of the
lower right corner is discontinuous with the other two blocks. Compared with the previous method, the
unwrapping performance of the modified method in Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 3(f) is significantly improved.
It is possible to correctly estimate the ambiguity number of phase for the road area, even the regions
that fail to unwrap do not exist in the unwrapping results. To compare more clearly the unwrapping
performance of the two methods before and after improvement, Fig. 4 shows unwrapping results in range
and azimuth for the neighborhood of the three-way intersection (red thread in Fig. 3(b)). We found
from Fig. 4 that the branch-cut method or the region-growing method cannot get a correct unwrapping
path due to the effect of phase noise at low-coherence area of the road. And the accurate ambiguity
number of phase unwrapping is not available for road area; then the discontinuity (an integer times
difference of 2π) between the blocks occurs in the unwrapping results. While the correct and effective
unwrapped results can be obtained after improvement of the two unwrapping methods by introducing
nonlinear phase. And the right ambiguity number of the road area is available, still the continuity of
phase-unwrapping results is better than that of before improvement.

Note that the time expense of unwrapping the data mentioned above by branch-cut method and

 

 

 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3. Comparison of unwrapping performance. (a) The magnitude image by TerraSAR-X
spotlight. (b) Phase before unwrapping. (c) Phase unwrapping result by branch-cut method. (d)
Phase unwrapping result of the modified branch-cut method by introducing nonlinear phase. (e) Phase
unwrapping result by region-growing method. (f) Phase unwrapping result of the modified region-
growing method by introducing nonlinear phase.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Comparison of unwrapping results. (a) Comparison of unwrapping results in range
for branch-cut method. (b) Comparison of unwrapping results in azimuth for branch-cut method.
(c) Comparison of unwrapping results in range for region-growing method. (d) Comparison of
unwrapping results in azimuth for region-growing method.

region-growing method are 21.4 s and 19.3 s respectively, and the estimated time of the nonlinear phase
is 3.2 s. From that, the proposed method improved obviously the unwrapping performance with less
increased time expense.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Phase filtering and unwrapping are two key steps in InSAR processing, and the performance of which
will directly affect the accuracy of later productions. This paper studied on this subject based on this
understanding. First, by analyzing the statistical and signal characteristics of interferometric phase,
the concept of nonlinear phase model is proposed. It uses the nonlinear phase model of reflecting the
topographic contour to approximate the phase change appearing over the local window. And we have
given out the adaptive extraction method of nonlinear phase. Then, the paper discussed the phase
filtering and unwrapping method based on the nonlinear phase model. Compared with other advanced
filters, nonlinear phase compensation filter with a better phase estimation accuracy in low coherence
areas and a higher computation efficiency, has a stronger ability to reduce interferometric phase noise in
rugged terrain. The effectiveness of the proposed filter is demonstrated by SIR-C/X-SAR X-band data
of Mt. Etna. The application of nonlinear phase model for phase unwrapping improved effectively the
precision of unwrapped phase and the consistency, accuracy, and computing speed of phase unwrapping.
And the processing results of real data by TerraSAR-X verified the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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